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T
he behavior of soft materials in con-
fined environments can be very dif-
ferent from bulk solution. This effect

has important manifestations in a diverse
range of fields from materials science to
biology. By confinement, we refer here to
the cases where intermolecular distances
are constrained, at least in one direction,
to length scales comparable or smaller than
the size of the molecules or of the relevant
intermolecular interactions in free solution.
Examples of confined systems include
polymer brushes,1�3 monolayer-protected
nanoparticles,4 as well as molecules that are
spatially constrained to a space smaller than
the molecular dimensions, such as chain-like
molecules within porous solids5�8 or DNA
chains translocating through a nanopore.9

Confinement introduces a new length scale
in the system, for example, the distance

between grafting points in a polymer brush
or the pore radius in a mesoporous material.
These length scales become relevant when
they compete with characteristic length
scales of the system, such as the size of
polymer molecules and the length scale of
electrostatic interactions in an electrolyte
solution (the Debye length). This competi-
tion between length scales dictates the self-
organization of confined systems.
Polymers in poor solvent tend to phase

separate forming polymer-rich and solvent-
rich phases. However, grafted polymers
cannot phase separate due to the constraint
introduced by the tethering points, and
therefore, they microphase separate form-
ing polymer-rich self-organized aggregates
and polymer-free regions.10 Previous
experiments,11,12 computer simulations13�15

and theory16�22 have addressed the
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ABSTRACT Layers of end-grafted weak polyelectrolytes in poor solvent self-

organize into a rich variety of structures (such as micelles, micelles coexisting with

nonaggregated chains, stripes and layers with solvent-filled holes) due to the

subtle competition among hydrophobic, electrostatic and steric interactions and

the chemical acid�based equilibria of the weak polyelectrolyte. In this work, a

molecular theory has been used to systematically study how nanoconfinement

modulates the competition among these interactions and, therefore, dictates the

morphology of the self-assembled layer. Two different types of confinement were considered and compared: (i) soft lateral confinement due to increasing

surface coverage in a planar polyelectrolyte brush and (ii) hard vertical confinement due to the interaction of a planar polyelectrolyte brush with an

opposing surface, as typically found in AFM-colloidal-tip and surface-force-apparatus experiments. It is shown that increasing the surface coverage (soft

lateral confinement) or compressing the layer with an opposing wall (hard vertical confinement) have a similar qualitative effect on the morphology of the

system: both types of nanoconfinement increase the stability of morphologies that extend in one or two dimensions (such as the homogeneous brush, holes

and stripes) over nonextended aggregates (such as hemispherical micelles). However, vertical confinement can also lead to pillar-like structures that are

not observed in the absence of the opposing wall. Interestingly, the pillar structures, which bridge the grafting and opposing surfaces, may coexist with

metastable structures collapsed to the grafting surface only. This coexistence may help to understand the hysteresis commonly observed in surface-force

experiments.
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morphology of hydrophobic end-grafted polymers
and polyelectrolytes. In our previous work,16,23 we
studied end-grafted weak polyelectrolyte layers in
poor solvent and presented the different morpholo-
gies that this system can adopt: micelles, stripes, holes
and micelles coexisting with isolated chains. The rich
morphological behavior observed in this systemmakes
it a very appealing model to study the competition of
molecular interactions under nanoconfinement and its
consequences on self-assembly.
In the present work, we explore the effects of

nanoconfinement on the morphology of weak poly-
electrolytes end-grafted to planar surfaces using a
molecular theory that allows inhomogeneities in the
three spatial dimensions and that explicitly considers
the coupling among electrostatic, hydrophobic and
entropic interactions, entropic forces and acid�base
chemical equilibria. We study and compare two types
of confinement: lateral and vertical. The interaction of a
polyelectrolyte chain with its neighbors in a polyelec-
trolyte brush (Figure 1A) leads to soft lateral confine-
ment, which can be augmented by increasing the
grafting density in a planar polyelectrolyte brush. On
the other hand, the presence of an opposing surface
(Figure 1B) leads to hard vertical confinement, where
the polyelectrolyte brush is compressed as the dis-
tance between the opposing and grafting surfaces
decreases. Hard vertical confinement is found in ex-
perimental arrangements such as the AFM-colloidal
tip,24�28 the surface-force apparatus29�32 and optical-
traps with polyelectrolyte-modified colloids.33 We

show here that increasing the grafting density of a pla-
nar polyelectrolyte brush (lateral confinement) or de-
creasing the interwall distance (vertical confinement)
increases the stability of continuous morphologies,
i.e., the hole and stripe morphologies, over the mi-
celles. We developed a simple argument (for lateral
confinement and neutral polymers) that explains
this observation in terms of the minimization of the
polymer/solvent interfacial area. In the case of vertical
confinement, we show two newmorphologies that do
not exist in the single-wall system: pillars and pillars
coexisting with nonaggregated chains. These mor-
phologies bridge the opposing and grafting surfaces.
We show that in a system where the pillars are the
stablemorphology (i.e., the globalminimumof the free
energy), other morphologies may exist as metastable
structures (local minima of the free energy). In parti-
cular, we argue that the kinetically controlled transition
between metastable structures bridging the two walls
and structures collapsed on one wall only is relevant to
understand the hysteresis typically observed in the
force�distance curves determined by AFM and the
surface-force apparatus.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Hydrophobic Polyelectrolyte Brushes under Soft Lateral Con-
finement. In Figure 2A, we showdifferentmorphologies
predicted with the molecular theory (see Methods
section) for the one-wall system (system in Figure 1A).
The range of stability of each morphology is shown in
Figure 2B as a function of pH, hydrophobicity of the
polymer backbone (εC/ε) and surface coverage (σP).
Note that the hydrophobicity of the polymer backbone
is measured in terms of εC/ε, where ε is the segment�
segment attraction strength and εC is the critical
value of ε required to microphase separate a neutral
polymer brush in the limit of vanishing surface
coverage.10,16,34 Thus, large εC/ε corresponds to good
solvent conditions (hydrophilic polymer backbone),
while low εC/ε indicates poor solvent conditions. The
equilibrium morphology for large values of εC/ε is the
homogeneous brush, where all chains are equivalent.
Increasing the hydrophobicity of the solvent
(decreasing εC/ε), induces microphase separation in
the layer. The microphase-separated layer can adopt
different morphologies: a layer perforated by holes
filled with solvent (holes, H), a lamellar-type structure
(stripes, S), hemispherical aggregates (micelles, M), as
well as morphologies where isolated chains coexists
with eithermicelles (micellesþ nonaggregated chains,
MþNA) or stripes (stripes þ nonaggregated chains,
SþNA). In order to analyze systematically the morphol-
ogy diagrams, let us consider first the limiting case of a
neutral polymer, which corresponds to the low-pH
regime of our weak polyacid.

Morphology Behavior in the Neutral Polymer Limit. At pH=
3, all segments in the polyacid chain are protonated

Figure 1. Schematic of the systems under study. In the one-
wall system (A), a planar surface is modified by a layer of
end-grafted hydrophobic weak polyelectrolytes of length
N and surface density σP. Each segment in the polyelec-
trolyte chain bears an acid group; this group can be either in
a protonated neutral state (carboxylic acid) or in a depro-
tonated negatively charged form (carboxylate). The param-
eter ε is the strength of the effective segment�segment
attractions due to the hydrophobicity of the polymer back-
bone. The system is immersed in an electrolyte aqueous
solution of concentrationCsalt that contains salt ions (anions
and cations), water molecules, protons and hydroxyl ions.
The two-wall system (B) differs from the one-wall system in
the presence of a bare opposing wall located at a distance
D from the polyelectrolyte-modified surface. The polyelec-
trolyte segments experience an effective attraction to the
opposing surface; the strength of this attraction is given by
the parameter εwall.
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(pKa = 5) and, thus, uncharged. Figure 3A shows the
morphology diagram of the one-wall system in the
εC/ε�σP plane for fixed pH = 3. Increasing either εC/ε or
σP induces the following morphology transitions: mi-
celles (M) f stripes (S) f holes (H) f homogeneous
brush (HB). The predicted effect of σP agrees with
recent AFM experiments on pNIPAM end-grafted
layers, that show the homogeneous brush at high
grafting densities andmicellar aggregates at low graft-
ing densities.12

In order to explain the results in Figure 3A, we
consider an approximate two-phase model, where
the system is divided into a polymer-free solution
phase and a polymer-rich phase with a polymer vo-
lume fraction φP. For a neutral polymer, we obtained an
approximate free energy of the system by assuming a
two-phase system. This derivation, described in the

Supporting Information (SI), yields the following ex-
pression for the free energy per area A of the grating
surface:

βF

A
¼ NσPvP

φPvW
[(1 � φP)ln(1 � φP)þ φP]

þ βεNσPvPφPg

2
� S

A

βεφ2
Pga

4
(1)

The first term in eq 1 arises from the osmotic
pressure of the layer (i.e., the translational entropy of
the solvent in the polymer phase). In this term, vW and
vP are the molecular volumes of the water molecules
and the polymer segments, respectively, and N is the
number of monomers per polyelectrolyte chain. The
second term is the cohesive energy of the polymer
phase due to the vdW attractions between segments.
In this term, β = 1/kBT, and g is a constant (of volume
units) which arises from the integration of the vdW
segment�segment effective interactions within the
volume of the polymer phase. The last term in eq 1 is
the interfacial energy between the polymer and solu-
tion phases, S is the interfacial area and a is the
segment length. This term is effectively the surface
tension multiplied by the area written in terms of the

Figure 3. (A) Morphology diagrams for the one-wall system
in the εC/ε�σP plane for the same conditions as Figure 2B
and pH = 3 (neutral polymer), as predicted by themolecular
theory calculations. The dashed lines are guides to the eye.
(B) Same as A, but predicted by the simple model given by
eqs 2, 3 and 4. Themorphologies are assigned according the
conditions: 1 < βFM/βFHB, 1 < βFS/βFHB for HB; βFS/βFHB < 1,
βFS/βFHB <βFM/βFHB for S and βFM/βFHB < 1, βFM/βFHB < βFS/
βFHB for M (our simple model does not make predictions on
the stability of the holes morphology).

Figure 2. (A) Morphologies predicted by the molecular
theory for the one-wall system (Figure 1A), shown
as isodensity surfaces. These morphologies are HB
(homogeneous brush), H (holes), M (micelles), S (stripes),
MþNA (micelles coexistingwith nonaggregated chains) and
SþNA (stripes coexisting with nonaggregated chains). (B)
Morphology diagrams for the one-wall system for N = 50,
pKa = 5 and Csalt = 0.1M for different surface densities of the
polyelectrolyte end-grafted chains (σP). The morphology
diagrams show the equilibriummorphologies in the εC/ε-pH
plane, where the parameter εC/ε determines the hydropho-
bicity of the polymer backbone: large εC/ε corresponds to a
hydrophilic polymer, whereas small εC/ε indicates a hydro-
phobic polymer.
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interaction parameters of the molecular theory. The
approximate two-phase free energy functional, ex-
pressed in eq 1, neglects the conformational entropy
of the chains (which includes the stretching entropy
of the legs connecting the grafting points to the
aggregates21). This assumption is based on the fact
that the conformational entropy is much smaller than
the terms included in eq 1 because our polymers are
relatively short (N = 50) and the cohesive energy is
large due to the hydrophobic nature of the polymer
chains.

The most important contributions to the free en-
ergy in eq 1 are the osmotic pressure (first term) and
the cohesive energy (second term). The competition
between these two contributions determines an opti-
mal volume fraction of the polymer in the polymer-rich
phase, which depends only on strength of the hydro-
phobic interactions (i.e., the value of εC/ε). This optimal
volume fraction, φP

opt, can be numerically calculated
from the following implicit relation:

εC
ε

¼ �1
2

(φopt
P )2

ln(1 � φ
opt
P )þφ

opt
P

(2)

This result shows that φP
opt is a monotonically de-

creasing function of εC/ε, (the stronger the segment�
segment attractions, the denser the polymer phase).
Note that φp

opt is independent of the morphology of
the system, and therefore, the shape of the aggregates
is determined by minimizing the surface-energy con-
tribution to the free energy (the third term in eq 1) for a
fixed polymer volume fraction φP

opt. In the Supporting
Information, we show that this minimization yields the
following equations that describe the region of ther-
modynamic stability of the homogeneous brush, the
micelles and the stripes morphologies:

βFMsurf
βFHBsurf

¼ SM

SHB
¼ 2π

3
2π

� �2=3 vPσP

aφopt
P

 !2=3

(3)

βFSsurf
βFHBsurf

¼ SS

SHB
¼ π

2
π

� �1=2 vpσp

ajopt
P

 !1=2

(4)

In these equations, βFsurf
i and Si are the interfacial free

energy (given by the third term in eq 1) and the surface
area for the morphology i, with i = HB, M or S for the
homogeneous brush, micelles and stripes, respec-
tively. We combined eqs 2, 3 and 4 to predict the
morphology diagram of the system in the εC/ε�σP
plane, see Figure 3B. Comparisonwith the prediction of
the full molecular theory calculation (Figure 3A) shows
that our simple argument successfully captures the
effect of εC/ε and σP on the morphology diagram: (i)
increasing εC/ε or σP produces the transitions Mf Sf
HB (note thatwe did not consider the holemorphology
in our simple argument) and (ii) the shape of the
boundaries between morphologies predicted by the

simple model and the molecular theory calculations
are in qualitative agreement. In particular, both calcu-
lations agree in the fact that the region of stability of
the stripes increases with increasing σP.

The success of our two-phase model to capture the
self-organization of the weak polyelectrolyte layers (in
the uncharged limit) indicates that, given an optimal
polymer volume fraction, the equilibrium morphology
of the system minimizes the contact area between the
polymer and the solution phases. When the optimal
polymer volume fraction is small (large εC/ε), the
volume of the polymer-phase is large and the surface
area is minimized by those morphologies that extend
into two dimensions (H and HB). As the optimal den-
sity becomes larger (smaller εC/ε), the volume of the
polymer phase, V, decreases. In the case of the
homogeneous brush the contact area is (in a first
approximation) independent of the volume of the
polymer phase, i.e., SHB∼ V0. For the stripes, the contact
area decreases as V decreases as SS ∼ V1/2 and, for the
micelles, the contact area decreases as V decreases
even faster than for the stripes: SM∼ V2/3. Therefore, as
φP

opt increases and V decreases, themorphology of the
system will transition from the homogeneous brush to
stripes to micelles. The effect of surface coverage, σP,
on the morphology diagrams is also explained by the
arguments above: in order to keep φP

opt constant, the
volume of the polymer phase should increase with
increasing σP. This situation favors the structures with
two-dimensional periodicity (holes and homogeneous
brush) over the stripes (one-dimensional periodicity)
and the stripes over the micelles (noncontinuous
aggregates). As we will show below, this argument
can also be extended to the case of hard vertical
confinement.

Our simple model can be compared to the scaling
arguments of Pattanayek et al.,18 who considered the
balance between surface tension and chain stretching,
but assumed an unity volume fraction for the polymer
in the aggregates (i.e., assumed the limit of very small
εC/ε). Both our argument and that of Pattanayek et al.
capture the effect of σP on the morphology transitions;
however, our argument also captures the effect of the
hydrophobicity on the stability of the morphologies,
while the scaling argument of Pattanayek et al. makes
no predictions regarding this point.

Morphology Behavior of Weak Polyelectrolytes. In the
previous section, we discussed the morphology beha-
vior of the polyelectrolyte end-grafted layer in the limit
of the neutral polymer, which, for the polyacids under
study, corresponds to pH, pKa. Increasing the pH, for
low εC/ε, the molecular theory predicts the transitions
M f MþNA f HB (see Figure 2B). The MþNA are
micellar aggregates coexisting with nonaggregated
chains. Within the micellar aggregates, the fraction of
carboxylates (deprotonated units) ismuch smaller than
that expected from the bulk pKa and pH due to charge
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regulation. In other words, the high segment density
within the micelles creates a strong electrostatic repul-
sion that is alleviated by shifting the acid�base equi-
librium of the segments toward the neutral carboxylic
acid species. On the other hand, the fraction of charged
segments in the nonaggregated chains is substantially
larger than that within the micelles (but still lower than
that of the bulk solution). The nonaggregated chains
adopt extended rod-like conformations in order to
minimize segment�segment electrostatic repulsions.
As we discussed in ref 16, the coexistence between
charged isolated chains and collapsed micelles is a
direct consequence of the coupling between the local
acid�base equilibrium, the electrostatic and hydro-
phobic interactions and the molecular organization of
the confined chains. Imposing the state of protonation
to be uniform, instead of enabling it to vary locally and
be a result of the total free-energy minimization, leads
to qualitative wrong results. For example, the MþNA
morphology is not predicted for neutral polymers or
polyelectrolytes with fixed charge density (quenched
polyelectrolytes).16

Figure 2B shows that increasing the pH above that
of the MþNA yields the homogeneous brush, as the
electrostatic repulsions overcome the hydrophobic
attractions. For the largest surface coverage under
study (σP = 0.16 chains 3 nm

�2) and intermediate values
of εC/ε, we observe the transition S f SþNA f HB
upon increasing the bulk pH (Figure 2B). The morphol-
ogy SþNA, described here for the first time, is the
coexistence of stripes and nonaggregated chains. This
morphology is similar to the MþNA morphology,
described in detail in ref 16. We will return to the study
of coexisting aggregated and nonaggregated chains in
the analysis of the two-wall system, where pillars
coexist with nonaggregated chains.

Figure 4 shows the εC/ε vs σP curve for the coex-
istence of the homogeneous brush and microphase

separated structures for pH = 4.5, note that this curve
has a maximum around σP = 0.11 chains 3 nm

�2. In the
case of pH = 3, we have shown that increasing the
surface coverage stabilizes morphologies extended in
two and one dimensions. The same effect is observed
for charged polyelectrolytes and large surface cov-
erages. However, for low surface coverage, we found
the opposite effect: the stability of the homogeneous
brush decreases as the surface coverage increases.34

The reason for this behavior is that increasing σP
decreases the distance between charged segments
and, therefore, increases the electrostatic repulsions.
The system reduces these repulsions by shifting the
acid�base equilibrium toward the neutral polymer.
For example, the average fraction of charged segments
(for pH = 4.5 and εC/ε = 0.53) decreases from 0.084
for σP = 0.049 chains 3 nm

�2 to 0.059 for σP = 0.16
chains 3 nm

�2. Thus, for a given pH, increasing the
surface coverage decreases the fraction of charged
segments, shifts the system toward the neutral brush
and, therefore, stabilizes the microphase-separated
morphologies over the homogeneous film.

The concentration of salt plays a key role in mod-
ulating the electrostatic interactions in polyelectrolyte
layers. Figure 5 shows morphology diagrams for σP =
0.086 chains 3 nm

�2 and two different salt concentra-
tions (0.1 and 0.01 M). The two diagrams are very
similar for pH < 4, where the brush is very weakly
charged and the hydrophobic attractions dominate
over the weak electrostatic repulsions. On the other

Figure 4. Morphology diagram for the one-wall system in
the εC/ε�σP plane for pH = 4.5. The dashed lines are guides
to the eye.

Figure 5. Morphology diagrams for the one-wall system for
σP = 0.082 chains 3nm

�2 and different bulk salt concentra-
tions (Csalt). Other parameterswere the same as in Figure 2B.
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hand, weobserve that theMþNAfHB transition shifts
to higher pH when decreasing the salt concentration
from Csalt = 0.1 M to Csalt = 0.01 M. Decreasing the salt
concentration enhances electrostatic repulsions in the
system and, thus, it is expected to stabilize the homo-
geneous brush with respect to the microphase-
separated morphologies; however the opposite effect
is observed. The reason for this counterintuitive beha-
vior is that the system mitigates the increase of elec-
trostatic repulsions due to a decrease of the salt
concentration by shifting of the acid�base equilibrium
of the segments toward the neutral state. For example,
the average fraction of charged segments decreases
from 0.071 to 0.031 when Csalt decreases from 0.1 to
0.01 M (pH = 4.5, σP = 0.086 chains 3 nm

�2 and εC/ε =
0.53). The decrease of the fraction of charged segments
at low salt concentrations stabilizes the microphase-
separated aggregates over the homogeneous
brush.11,34 The effects of Csalt and σP on the morphol-
ogy diagrams are, therefore, ruled by the same
mechanism.

Hydrophobic Polyelectrolyte Brushes under Vertical Confine-
ment: The Effect of the Opposing Wall. So far, we focused
our attention on the effect of lateral confinement on
the morphology diagrams of the one-wall system
(Figure 1A); we now concentrate on the two-wall case
(Figure 1B). Confinement by a hard opposing surface is
typically found in AFM-colloidal tip or surface-force
apparatus experiments, which have been extensively
used to characterize polymer and polyelectrolyte
brushes. The opposing surface in these experiments
is curved rather than flat. However, the radius of
curvature in these systems is in general much larger
than any characteristic length scale of the polymer
layer, except for small nanoparticle modified tips.
Therefore, the grafted layer experiencesmainly vertical
confinement by a locally flat opposing surface in both
AFM-colloidal tip and SFA experimental set ups. The
presence of the opposing wall introduces two new
variables to the problem: the interwall distance, D, and
the strength of the effective interactions between the
polymer segments and the opposing wall, εwall. We
consider the possibility of attractive interactions be-
tween the polymer segments and the opposing wall
based on AFM experiments involving hydrophobic
colloidal tips.27 Note, however, that in all cases the
grafting substrate is purely repulsive to the polymer
segments.

Figure 6A shows the morphologies of the two-wall
system for a hydrophobic polyelectrolyte (εC/ε = 0.47)
at pH = 3 (uncharged segments) and different values of
D and εwall. We observe micelles (M), pillars (P) and
holes/stripes (H/S) morphologies. The pillars (P) are
bundles of chains that bridge the grafting and the
opposing surfaces. This morphology is not observed in
one-wall systems. The stripes and holes morphologies
are similar to those discussed above for the one-wall

case, but when the opposingwall is attractive (for εwall <
0), the polymer chains in these morphologies bridge
the two surfaces and have a large fraction of their
segments in contact with the opposing wall. In many
cases it was very difficult to unambiguously classify the
result of a calculation as either stripes or holes and thus
we decided to group them as the holes/stripes mor-
phology (H/S). Figure 6B shows the morphology dia-
gram of the two-wall system in the D�εwall plane. For
large interwall distances, D, we observe the micelle
morphology, which, as expected, is the stable mor-
phology for the one-wall system in the conditions of
the diagram (pH = 3 and εC/ε = 0.47). For large D the
entropic cost to stretch the chains to form pillars is too
high and thus micelles are obtained. Decreasing D

produces the transition from the micelles to the pillars
morphology, provided that εwall < 0. A further de-
crease in D favors the holes/stripes morphology and
eventually (for D < 3 nm, not shown in the diagram)
the formation of a homogeneous compressed layer.

Figure 6. (A) Morphologies observed for the two-wall sys-
tem (Figure 1B). These morphologies are M (micelles), H/S
(stripes or holes) and P (pillars bridging the grafting and
opposing surfaces). The figure shows isodensity surfaces of
the morphologies (left) and color maps of a plane that cuts
the system perpendicular to the grafting and opposing
surfaces (right). (B) Morphology diagram of the two-wall
system for pH = 3 and pKa = 5 (neutral polyelectrolyte), σP =
0.11 chains 3nm

�2, N = 50 and εC/ε = 0.47 (hydrophobic
polymer). The diagram shows the equilibrium structures in
the εwall�D plane.
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Compressing the polymer aggregates by decreasing D

decreases the thickness of the layer. Therefore, in order
to maintain the polymer volume fraction in the layer
close to its optimal value (φP

opt, see discussion for
lateral confinement above) the size of the aggregates
in the lateral dimension should increase. As D de-
creases, this process is responsible for the stabilization
of the periodicmorphologies, holes and stripe, over the
micelles. Previous scaling arguments by Zhulina et al.

analyzed the compression of a micellar aggregate of
end-grafted polymers.21 This analysis predicted the
transition from micelles to homogeneous brush upon
decreasing the interwall distance, in agreement with
our results. However, their work did not report the hole
and stripe morphologies. We attribute this difference
to the fact that the scaling analysis requires the con-
sideration of specific morphologies a priori and there-
fore may miss morphology regimes. The molecular
theory, on the other hand, makes no a priori assump-
tions about the morphology of the system. The mor-
phology diagram in Figure 6B also shows that
increasing the attraction of the segments to the oppos-
ing surface (i.e., decreasing εwall) induces the transi-
tions M f Pf H/S, which is explained by the fact that
the number of segments in contact with the opposing
wall increases in the following order: M < P < H/S.

The diagram in Figure 6B was determined for pH =
3; for pH > 3 we observe the samemorphologies as for
pH = 3, with one exception: a morphology of pillars
coexisting with nonaggregated chains (PþNA), analo-
gous to the MþNA and SþNAmorphologies discussed
for the one-wall system (Figure 2A). Figure 7A shows
color maps for the two-wall system along the plane of

the upper surface, for increasing values of the bulk pH
and fixed D = 7.5 nm. For pH = 4.4, we observe pillars,
each one composed of three to five aggregated chains
(Figure 7B shows a scheme of this morphology). When
the pH increases to 5.0, we observe small spots in the
color map of Figure 7A that correspond to single
polyelectrolyte chains; these chains are nonaggre-
gated chains; i.e., they do not form part of the pillars.
As the pH is increased further to pH= 5.6, there are only
nonaggregated chains that form a homogeneous
brush bridging both surfaces. In Figure 7C, we show
histograms for the average fraction of charged seg-
ments of each chain in the system, defined as

Æf chain(j)æ ¼ 1
N

Z
Æn(r, j)æf (r)dr (5)

where Æn(r,j)æ is the number density of segments of the
chain j at position r and f(r) is the fraction of charged
segments at r; for each chain, 0e Æf chain(j)æe 1, where
Æf chain(j)æ = 1 corresponds to a fully charged chain. The
average value of Æf chainæ increases, as expected, with
increasing bulk pH; however, its distribution (shown in
Figure 7C) shows some interesting trends. For pH = 4.4
(pillars) and 5.6 (homogeneous brush), Æf chain(j)æ
is monodisperse. On the other hand, for pH = 5.0,
Æf chain(j)æ has a bimodal distribution: the chains with
large Æf chain(j)æ are nonaggregated and thosewith small
Æf chain(j)æ form part of the pillars. This behavior, equiva-
lent to that described for the MþNA morphology
before,16 is explained by the fact that the polyelec-
trolyte chains can minimize the free energy of the
system either by (i) down-regulating their degree of
charge and aggregating into pillars, increasing their
cohesive energy or (ii) forming a homogeneous
stretched brush with a larger charge than that of the
pillars and decreasing their electrostatic repulsions by
avoiding aggregation, thus increasing the distance
between polymer chains. The interesting prediction
of themolecular theory is that for pH= 5.0, some chains
in the system will follow the first strategy and others
the second; i.e., there is a coexistence between aggre-
gated and nonaggregated chains.

Formation of Metastable Morphologies. Both in the one-
wall and two-wall systems, we usually obtain more
than one morphology for a given set of system para-
meters when we solve the molecular theory using dif-
ferent initial guesses for the calculation (e.g., an homo-
geneous initial guess yields in general the HB mor-
phology). In our morphology diagrams, we report the
morphology with the minimum free energy, however,
it is insightful to examine the metastable states of the
system (structures found in minima of the free energy
other that the global minimum). For example, for the
two-wall system with D = 4 nm and εwall = �1 kBT, the
global minima of the free energy is a pillar structure
(Figure 8A). Other local minima of the free energy for
these values of D and εwall are the homogeneous film

Figure 7. (A) Colormaps showing the volume fractionof the
polyelectrolyte along the surface of the upper wall for the
two-wall system for εC/ε = 0.47, εwall = �3.0 kBT, D = 7.5 nm
and different pHs. The position of the grafting points is
shown with blue points. (B) Schemes of the morphologies
for the systems shown in A. (C) Histograms of the average
degree of charge per chain (Æfchain(j)æ, see eq 4) for the
systems in A.
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collapsed to the grafting surface (Figure 8B) and the
homogeneous film collapsed to the opposing wall
(Figure 8C). The free-energy differences between these
three morphologies are small, of the order of 0.01 kBT/
chain, and therefore, we speculate that the homoge-
neous film may coexist with pillars in force�distance
experiments. Interestingly, AFM-colloidal-tip experi-
ments of hydrophobic polymer brushes present hys-
teresis in the force�distance curves:26�28,35,36 forces
recorded during the approach are either repulsive or
weakly attractive, while strong attractions arise during
retraction of the tip. Therefore, the polymer chains are
likely collapsed on the grafting wall during the ap-
proaching phase and they bridge the two surfaces
during retraction. The metastable morphologies ob-
served in our calculations may be closely related to this
experimental behavior since, for a given interwall
distance, we observe both morphologies collapsed
on the grafting wall (homogeneous brush in Figure 8B)
and morphologies bridging the two walls (pillars in
Figure 8A and the homogeneous brush collapsed to
the opposing surface in Figure 8C). Due to the small
differences in free energy, the formation of the meta-
stable structuresmay strongly depend on the history of
the system.

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we studied the effect of confinement on
the morphology behavior of weak polyelectrolyte
brushes using a molecular theory. Confining a neutral
polymer brush in poor solvent conditions, either by
increasing the surface coverage (soft lateral confine-
ment, Figures 2B and 3) or by decreasing the separa-
tion between the grafting surfaces (hard vertical
confinement, Figure 5B), stabilizes the homoge-
neous brush over extended microphase-separated

morphologies (holes and stripes) and the extended
morphologies over isolated aggregates (micelles). We
propose that, for neutral polymers and a one-wall
system, the morphology of the system is the one that
minimizes the surface area for an optimal volume
fraction given by the strength of the hydrophobic
interactions. In the case of vertical confinement, this
argument is still valid, but the hard boundary imposed
by the opposing wall and the maximization of the
number of segments in contact with this wall (when
εwall < 0) are also important.
In the case of weak polyelectrolytes, the effects

of confinement on the hydrophobic interactions, as
discussed above, are coupled to the electrostatic in-
teractions and acid�base equilibrium. For instance,
decreasing salt concentration or increasing surface
coverage stabilizes the formation of aggregates, even
though these processeswere expected to augment the
electrostatic repulsions in the system. This rather
counterintuitive result is a consequence of charge
down-regulation by displacement of the acid�base
equilibrium. Furthermore, the coupling between che-
mical equilibrium and physical interactions creates a
new set of morphologies, where aggregated and non-
aggregated chains coexist. While we previously re-
ported one of this morphologies (MþNA),16 we show
here two additional examples (SþNA and PþNA)
that demonstrate the general character of this self-
organization strategy.
Our theoretical methodology is well-suited for the

present study because (i) it explicitly considers the cou-
pling between the physical interactions (electrostatic
interactions, short-range hydrophobic attractions and
excluded volume repulsions) and chemical equilibria in
the system, (ii) it does not assume any morphology a

priori, but rather the theory finds the morphologies
that correspond to local minima of the free energy; the
equilibrium morphology is then selected as that of
lowest free energy and (iii) its theoretical predictions
have been shown to be in good agreement with
experimental observables in previous works.37�41 De-
spite its many advantages, the theory has a number of
limitations. For instance, it does not account for coun-
terion condensation or the effects of heterogeneity of
the dielectric function. Counterion condensation is a
very important charge-regulation mechanism for
highly charged polyelectrolyte chains; however, we
expect that this mechanism will be irrelevant in the
present case because microphase-separated aggre-
gates exists only for weakly charged polyelectrolytes.
The extension of the molecular theory to account for
ion condensation has been presented and the pre-
dictions are in good agreement with Monte Carlo
simulations;42 however, the inclusion of counterion
condensation requires the input of the free energy of
condensation, which is usually unknown. Moreover,
nonlinear effects such as ion-condensation are most

Figure 8. Metastablemorphologies for the two-wall system
determined for D = 4 nm and εwall = �1.0 kBT (other
conditions were the same as in Figure 6). The pillar mor-
phology (A) is the equilibrium morphology for these con-
ditions (the global minima of the free energy). The
morphologies shown in (B) and (C) show a homogeneous
brush collapsed to the grafting or the opposing surfaces,
respectively. Morphologies (B) and (C) are local minima of
the free energy (quasi-equilibrium structures) that have a
free energy 0.010 and 0.008 kBT/chain higher than the free
energy of morphology (A), respectively. The morphologies
are shown as isodensity plots (right), color maps for cut
perpendicular to the grafting and opposing surfaces
(center) and schematics (right).
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important in the presence of multivalent (i.e., divalent)
ions, in which case, ion-condensation can be included
by extending the two-state model to account for the
fraction of ions condensed self-consistently, which is
an approach that has successfully described the col-
lapse of polyelectrolytes in multivalent salts if ion-
correlations are included.43,44 We also expect, based
on previous studies, a negligible effect of the hetero-
geneity of the dielectric function and the Born energy
on the morphology of the polyelectrolyte layer.41,45

Again, these effects are important when considering
strongly charged polyelectrolytes in low salt concen-
tration regimes.46

Our findings provide a base for future experiments
and modeling by discussing the general mechanisms
that control the morphology of weak polyelectrolyte

films under nanoconfinement. For instance, the meta-
stable morphologies observed in Figure 7 may help to
explain the hysteresis observed in various AFM pulling
experiments.26�28,35,36 Also, our work may facilitate
experimental studies of phase behavior: only the
homogeneous brush andmicelle morphologies, which
occupy the largest regions in the morphology dia-
grams, have been experimentally characterized for
homopolymer brushes.11,12 Grafted films of hydropho-
bic weak polyelectrolytes exhibit a very rich spectrum
of self-organizing regimes due to the competition
between different chemical and physical process. Ex-
perimental realization of these morphological regimes
may open the door to new methodologies for surface
self-patterning, which, so far, is mainly restricted to the
realm of block copolymers.

METHODS
We model hydrophobic weak polyacids end-grafted to a

planar substrate either in the absence (Figure 1A) or presence
(Figure 1B) of an opposing wall. The system is immersed in an
aqueous solution of salt ions, protons and hydroxyl ions.
We study this system with a previously developed mole-
cular theory,16,41,47 which considers the size, charge, charge
distribution, shape and conformations of all molecular spe-
cies in the system, their electrostatic and nonelectrostatic
inter- and intramolecular interactions and the presence
of coupled chemical equilibria. The predictions of the theory
have been shown to quantitatively describe the structural48

and functional37�39 properties of grafted polyelectrolyte
layers.
We formulate the molecular theory by writing down an

approximate free energy for the system as a functional of the
probability of the chain conformations, the distribution of all
the molecular species, the position-dependent protonation
state and the electrostatic potential. This free energy explicitly
accounts for the coupling between the molecular organization,
the physical interactions and the chemical state of the system.
The distributions are obtained by finding the extremum of the
free energy functional with respect to the position-dependent
densities of all mobile species, the probability distributions
of the polyelectrolyte chains, the position-dependent electro-
static potential and the fraction of protonated/deprotonated
segments. More explicitly, the free energy functional for the
systems in Figure 1 is

βF ¼
Z
FW(r)(ln(FW(r)vW) � 1)drþ

Z
FA(r)(ln(FA(r)vW) � 1)dr

þ
Z
FC(r)(ln(FC(r)vW) � 1)dr

þ
Z
FHþ (r)(ln(FHþ (r)vW) � 1þμ0Hþ )dr

þ
Z
FOH� (r)(ln(FOH� (r)vW) � 1þμ0OH� )dr

þ ∑
NP

j
∑
R
PP(j,R) ln(PP(j,R))

þ RRβε
2
g( j r � r0j)ÆφP(r)æÆφP(r

0)ædrdr0

þ
Z

ÆFQ(r)æβψ(r) �
1
2
εrβ(rψ(r))2

� �
dr

þ
Z

1
vP
ÆφP(r)æ([f (r)(ln(f (r))þ βμ0Ac� ]þ (1 � f (r))[ln(1 � f (r))þβμ0HAc])dr

þ
Z

1
vP
ÆφP(r)æβεwallgwall(r)dr (6)

where β = 1/kBT is the inverse temperature. The first five
integrals in eq 6 are the translational entropy of water,
anions, cations, protons, and hydroxyl ions, respectively. The

position-dependent number density of these species is Fi, their
molecular volume is vi and their standard chemical potential is
μi
0, where i is A, C, Hþ, OH� orW for the anions, cations, protons,

hydroxyl ions and water molecules, respectively. The sixth term
represents the conformational entropy of the polymer chains; in
this term PP(j,R) is the probability of having the polyelectrolyte
chain grafted at j in the conformation R. The summation over
R is over all possible conformations, while the summation over j
is over all the grafting points in the system. The seventh term is
the effective van der Waals (vdW) attractive energy of the
polymers, where ÆφP (r)æ is the volume fraction occupied by
polyelectrolyte segments at r, ε is the strength of the effective
segment�segment vdW attractions (the strength of the attrac-
tions increases as ε becomes more negative), g(|r � r0|) is the
functional form of the segment�segment attractions (see SI)
and vP is the molecular volume of a polymer segment. The
eighth term in eq 6 is the electrostatic contribution to the free
energy. In this term, ψ(r) is the electrostatic potential at r, εr is
the relative (static) dielectric constant of themedium and ÆFQ(r)æ
is the average charge density at r, which has contributions from
the charge densities of the cations, anions, protons, hydroxyl
ions and charged polyelectrolyte segments at r. The ninth term
models the free energy of the acid�base chemical equilibria
of the polyelectrolyte segments, f(r) is the fraction of charged
(unprotonated) carboxylates at r. The last term in eq 6 is the
interaction between the polyelectrolyte segments and the
opposing wall, where εwall is the strength of the attraction
(the more negative εwall, the stronger the attraction of the
segments and the confining surface) and gwall(r) is the func-
tional form of segment-wall interaction. Wemodel gwall(r) using
a square well potential: gwall(r) = 1 if |r� rsurf| < δ and gwall(r) = 0
otherwise, where rsurf is the point on the upper surface closest to
r and δ = 0.5 nm.
Minimization of the free energy functional is subject to

packing constraints that model the excluded volume intermo-
lecular repulsions in the system:

FA(r)vA þ FC(r)vC þ FHþ (r)vHþ þ FOH� (r)vOH�

þ FW(r)vW þ ÆφP(r)æ ¼ 1 (7)

as well as a global electroneutrality constraint:Z
ÆFQ(r)ædr ¼ 0 (8)

The packing and global electroneutrality constraints are
enforced by introducing the Lagrange multipliers π(r) and λ,
respectively. We include these constraints and the fact that the
polymer layer is in equilibrium with a solution of a given pH
and ionic strength; i.e., the chemical potentials of anions and
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cations are constant everywhere, in the following semigrand
potential:

βW ¼ βFþ
Z
βπ(r)[∑

i

Fi(r)vi þ ÆφP(r)æ � 1]dr

þ λ

Z
ÆFQ(r)ædr � βμC

Z
FC(r)dr � βμA

Z
FA(r)dr

(9)

Finding the extremum of the functional leads to explicit
expressions for the distributions (see SI for details); for example,
the probability distribution function of chain conformations is
given by

PP(j,R) ¼ 1
ξ(j)

exp �
Z
nP(r,R, j)(ln(f (r))þ qA�βψ(r)þβμ0A�

�

þ vPβπ(r)þ βεwallgwall(r)þ
Z
βεg( j r � r0 j )Æφ(r0)ædr0)dr

�
(10)

where nP(r, R, j)dr is the number of segments that a chain
grafted at j and in conformation R has in the volume element
between r and r þ dr. eq 10 clearly shows in the Boltzmann
factor the coupling that exists between the intermolecular
interactions, the chemical state and molecular organization.
The determination of ψ(r), Fi(r), f(r) and PP(j, R) for each set of

conditions, e.g., solution ionic strength, pH, polymer surface
coverage and chain length, etc., requires the numerical solution
of a set of integrodifferential equations, which include the
Poisson equation and the packing constraints. The inputs of
the theory are the properties of the polyelectrolyte (chain
length, grafting surface density, the hydrophobicity and pKa
of the segments and the molecular volume of the segments),
the properties of the solution (salt concentration and pH) and a
large set of random self-avoiding polymer conformations which
are not allowed to cross the opposing and grafting walls. Upon
solving the theory, we obtain information on the structure
(density of eachmolecular species, position-dependent fraction
of protonated segments, electrostatic potential) and the ther-
modynamics (free energy) of the system. We refer the reader to
the SI and our previouswork16 for a thorough description on the
formulation of the theory and its solving process.
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